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NEW QUESTION: 1

Which description describes the low latency queuing algorithm?
A. Packets are placed into a single queue and serviced in the
order they were received.
B. An administrator defines the traffic classes based on match
criteria, including protocols, access control lists, and input
interfaces.
C. Empty queue 1. If queue 1 is empty, empty queue 2, then
empty queue 3, unless a packet for a higher queue arrives.
D. A flow-based algorithm that simultaneously schedules
interactive traffic to the front of a queue to reduce response
time and fairly shares the remaining bandwidth among
high-bandwidth flows.
E. This feature brings strict priority queuing to CBWFQ.
Answer: E
Explanation:
The Low Latency Queueing feature brings strict priority
queueing to Class-Based Weighted Fair Queueing (CBWFQ). Strict
priority queueing allows delay-sensitive data such as voice to
be dequeued and sent first (before packets in other queues are
dequeued), giving delay-sensitive data preferential treatment
over other traffic.
Without Low Latency Queueing, CBWFQ provides weighted fair
queueing based on defined classes with no strict priority queue
available for real-time traffic. CBWFQ allows you to define
traffic classes and then assign characteristics to that class.
For example, you can designate the minimum bandwidth delivered
to the class during congestion.
For CBWFQ, the weight for a packet belonging to a specific
class is derived from the bandwidth you assigned to the class
when you configured it. Therefore, the bandwidth assigned to
the packets of a class determines the order in which packets
are sent. All packets are serviced fairly based on weight; no
class of packets may be granted strict priority. This scheme
poses problems for voice traffic that is largely intolerant of
delay, especially variation in delay. For voice traffic,
variations in delay introduce irregularities of transmission
manifesting as jitter in the heard conversation.
The Low Latency Queueing feature provides strict priority
queueing for CBWFQ, reducing jitter in voice conversations.
Configured by the priority command, Low Latency Queueing
enables use of a single, strict priority queue within CBWFQ at
the class level, allowing you to direct traffic belonging to a
class to the CBWFQ strict priority queue. To enqueue class
traffic to the strict priority queue, you configure the
priority command for the class after you specify the named
class within a policy map. (Classes to which the priority
command is applied are considered priority classes.) Within a
policy map, you can give one or more classes priority status.
When multiple classes within a single policy map are configured
as priority classes, all traffic from these classes is enqueued
to the same, single, strict priority queue.
One of the ways in which the strict priority queueing used
within CBWFQ differs from its use outside CBWFQ is in the

parameters it takes. Outside CBWFQ, by using the ip rtp
priority command, you specify the range of UDP ports whose
voice traffic flows are to be given priority service. Using the
priority command, because you can configure the priority status
for a class within CBWFQ, you are no longer limited to a UDP
port number to stipulate priority flows. Instead, all of the
valid match criteria used to specify traffic for a class now
applies to priority traffic. These methods of specifying
traffic for a class include matching on access lists,
protocols, and input interfaces. Moreover, within an access
list you can specify that traffic matches are allowed based on
the IP Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) value that is
set using the first six bits of the Type of Service (ToS) byte
in the IP header.
Although it is possible to enqueue various types of real-time
traffic to the strict priority queue, we strongly recommend
that you direct only voice traffic to it. This recommendation
is made because voice traffic is well-behaved, whereas other
types of real-time traffic are not. Moreover, voice traffic
requires that delay be nonvariable in order to avoid jitter.
Real-time traffic such as video could introduce variation in
delay, thereby thwarting the steadiness of delay required for
successful voice traffic transmission.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS)
project that contains a project Connection Manager and multiple
packages.
All packages in the project must connect to the same database.
The server name for the database must be set by using a
parameter named ServerParam when any package in the project is
executed.
You need to develop this project with the least amount of
development effort.
What should you do? (Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. Choose all that apply.)
A. Set the Sensitive property of the parameter to True.
B. Create a project parameter named ServerParam.
C. Edit each package Connection Manager. Set the ServerName
property to @[$Project::ServerParam].
D. In each package, create a package parameter named
ServerParam.
E. Edit each package Connection Manager. Set the ServerName
property to @[$Project::ServerParam].
F. Set the Required property of the parameter to True.
Answer: B,E,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
C: From question: "The server name for the database must be set
by using a parameter named ServerParam when any package in the

project is executed." D: When a parameter is marked as
required, a server value or execution value must be specified
for that parameter. Otherwise, the corresponding package does
not execute. Although the parameter has a default value at
design time, it will never be used once the project is
deployed.
F: We use a project parameter.
SSIS 2012 has introduced the concept of Project level
connection managers. An SSIS project is generally more than one
package. To simplify lives, the SSIS team now allows for the
sharing of common resources across projects, connection
managers being one of those resources.
Note:
Integration Services (SSIS) parameters allow you to assign
values to properties within packages at the time of package
execution. You can create project parameters at the project
level and package parameters at the package level. Project
parameters are used to supply any external input the project
receives to one or more packages in the project. Package
parameters allow you to modify package execution without having
to edit and redeploy the package.
Incorrect Answers:
A: We should use a Project parameter, instead of package
parameters, to lessen administrative effort.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/integ
ration-services-ssis-packageand-project-parameters?view=sql-server-2017

NEW QUESTION: 3
The generalized Pareto distribution, when used in the context
of operational risk, is used to model:
A. Tail events
B. Expected losses
C. Average losses
D. Unexpected losses
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Some risk experts have suggested the use of extreme value
theory to model tail risk or extreme events for operational
risk. The generalized Pareto model or the Peaks-over-Threshold
(POT) model are often used to model extreme value
distributions, and therefore Choice 'a' is the correct answer.

NEW QUESTION: 4
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A. TCPI
B. BAC
C. EAC
D. ETC
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
References: Kim Heldman, CompTIA Project+ Study Guide, 2nd
Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2017, p. 232
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